
5. osztály 3. forduló KÖRÖSÖK MENTI LEVELEZŐS VERSENY ( angol nyelv ) 2022/2023 

 

1. Find the ODD word. Találd meg a kakukktojást! 

 

A: wardrobe      B: bookshelf     C: chest of drawers   D: canary                E: bedside table 

2. Which word is an animal as well? Melyik szó jelentése egy állat is?  

A: fly       B: jump      C: swim       D: slide     E: run 

 
 

3. Which animal am I talking about? Melyik állatról beszélek? 

It has got four legs. It hasn’t got a tail and hasn’t got ears. It hasn’t got  fur. It has got big eyes 

and a big mouth. It can jump and swim, too. 

A: dog   B: rabbit   C: frog   D: snake   E: fish 

4. Put the correct words in the dialogue. Helyezd a megfelelő szavakat a párbeszédbe. 

 

Liam: Have you got … bedroom?  

Lucy: Yes, I have. But I haven’t got … furniture yet, only … shelves.  

Liam: But why? 

Lucy: Because we are buying everything new: …new bed, … new wardrobe and … rugs. 

Liam: Good for you! 

A: any, some, a, a, some 

B: a, a, some, a, some, any 

C: some, some, a, a, a, some 

D: a, a, some, a, a, some 

E: a, any, some, a, a, some 



 
 

5. Which plurals are correct? Melyik többeszámok helyesek? 

A: children    B: mens   C: womens     D: sheep     E: fish 

 

6. Which joke has which ending? Find the right match.  Melyik viccnek melyik a poénja? Keresd 

meg a helyes párosításokat! 

1. How do you like school, Tony?           a) I sleep in the sitting room. 

2. What do robbers have for dinner?        b) So they can hide in cherry  

                                                                      trees. 

3. What do you do, when there’s a           c) Closed 

    gorilla under your bed?       

4. Why do bears have fur coats?               d) Because it’s a long way to  

                                                                       walk. 

5. Why do elephants paint their toenails  

   red?                                                          e) Hamburglars. 

6.Why do birds fly to Africa for winter?    f) Because they look funny in 

 

                                                                      jumpers.  

A: 1. b) 2. d) 3.a) 4.f) 5.c)  6.e)   

B: 1.c) 2.e) 3. a)  4. f) 5. b) 6.d) 

C: 1.c) 2.e) 3. b) 4. d) 5. f) 6. a) 

D: 1.a) 2. c) 3. e) 4. b) 5. f) 6. d) 

E: 1.d) 2. e) 3. c) 4. f) 5. b) 6. a) 

 

7. Which things can you READ? Melyik dolgokat lehet OLVASNI? 

A: comic   B: magazine   C: fossil   D: plant   E: racoon 

 

8. How many animals can you found in the following text? 

Hány állatot találsz a szövegben? 

British people love animals. They often keep pets. Cats, dogs and fish are the most common, 

but parrots, rabbits, hamsters and guinea pigs are also very popular. So are turtles, budgies and 

mice. Some people keep unusual pets, like spiders, snakes or frogs. Most people don’t like 

them, but some prefer exotic, unusual animals. Some people find rats intelligent, that’s why 

they keep them.  



 

A: 11           B: 12           C: 13           D: 14             E: 15 

 

9. Where do you keep your clothes? Hol tartod a ruháidat? 

 

A: in the cupboard    B: in the oven   C: in the fridge  D: in the chest of drawers                      

E: in the wardrobe 

 

10. Find the ODD word. Találd meg a kakukktojást. 

A: because    B: on     C: behind      D: between   E: in 

 

11. Which sentences have a spelling mistake? Melyik mondatokban van helyesírási hiba? 

A: I’ve got fourty roses for Valentine’s day. 

B: I live at fourteen Oak Street.  

C: My favourite subject is Sience.  

D: White is not a colour. 

E: Budgies are popular pets. 

 

12.  How many grammatical mistakes can you find in the following text? Hány nyelvtani hiba 

található a következő szövegben? 

 

I usually gets up at half past six. I goes to the bathroom and wash my face. I also brush my 

teeths. Then I get dressed and has breakfast in the kitchen. I always have cereal with milk. I 

doesn’t eat eggs or sandwitches. I take a sandwich to school in my lunchbox. I starts to school 

at quarter past seven, I usually ride my bike. My friend, Adam go by car. We don’t go 

together, but we meets in front of the school. We waiting for each other.  

 

A: 11           B: 10              C: 9         D: 12        E: 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

6. osztály 3. forduló KÖRÖSÖK MENTI LEVELEZŐS VERSENY (angol nyelv) 2022/ 2023 

 

1. Make sports and activities from the following letters. Then put the words in alphabetical 

order. Which word will be the eleventh?/ A megadott betűket helyes sorrendbe állítva 

sportokat fogsz kapni. Állítsd a szavakat betűrendbe! Melyik szó lesz a tizenegyedik? 

 

G S A T N K I           N L E L D O R R B L A I G           A I S N I L G             U B G Y R  

A A K B B E S T L L           W M S I I G M N          I N R N U G N           R K A A T E  

P T R W E L A O O           N I T E N S        L A L V B L Y O E L           N O L B W I G  

O L T F A O B L           H G I M P J I U N H G       Y K I H C C O E E 

 

A: rugby 

B: swimming 

C: sailing 

D: skating 

E: rollerblading 

 

2.Replace the numbers with the letters of the English alphabet. Then read the riddle.   

/Helyettesítsd a számokat az angol abc megfelelő betűivel majd olvasd el a találós kérdést! 

                20, 8, 5, 18, 5       1, 18, 5       6, 9, 22, 5       1, 16, 16, 12, 5, 19       9, 14       20, 8, 5   

           2, 1, 19, 11, 5, 20        1, 14, 4       25, 15, 21       20, 1, 11, 5       1, 23, 1, 25       20, 23, 15 . 

8, 15, 23       13, 1, 14, 25      1, 16, 16, 12, 5, 19       4, 15       25,15, 21       8, 1, 22, 5       14, 15, 23 

? 

Which number is the correct answer? 

A:  0                  B:  3                  C:  5                    D:  2             E: 1 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Read the following adjectives. How many comparatives or superlatives aren’t correct?/ 

Olvasd el a következő mellékneveket! Hány van közülük helytelenül fokozva? 

THE HEAVIER    FRIENDLIER         

  MORE EASY       GOODER      FATTER      THE FASTEST 

EXPENSIVER    

THE MOST EXCITINGEST        UGLYER             MORE AMAZING      YOUNGER 

THE MOST INTERESTING      THE DRIEST       

    MORE DELICIOUS         THE MOS  BEAUTIFUL 

MODERNER           THE EASIEREST             THE BADDEST                       THE BEST 

A: 7 

B: 8 

C: 9 

D: 10 

E: 11 

 

4. Do the crossword then read the sentences. Which statements are true about the solution? 

/ Fejtsd meg a keresztrejtvényt majd olvasd el a mondatokat! Mely állítások igazak a 

megfejtésre? 

 

1.  2.  
3..  

 5.  6.  



7.  8.  
9.  

 

A: It breathes with its skin. 

B: Its blood is blue. 

C: It lives under the ground for about 1 to two years. 

D: It eats earth and dead leaves. 

E: It has got smooth skin. 

5. Fill in the gaps with the past tenses of verbs. Which verbs don’t you need?/ 

Egészítsd ki a mondatokat a múlt idős igealakokkal! Mely igékre nem lesz 

szükséged? 

 

 

A: saw 

B: gave 

C: booked 

 

 

D: felt 

E: was 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Listen to the story./ Hallgasd meg a történetet! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zsKjnLyA9k 

 

Which sentence is/ sentences are incorrect about the story? Mely állítások nem igazak a 

történettel kapcsolatban? 

A: Amy liked colour yellow. 

B: Amy and Gran went into all the shops in the shopping mall. 

C: The perfect thing to wear is a smile. 

D: Amy started crying because Gran was very impatient. 

sat                 said 

fed               brought 

talked           arrived 

drank             served 

went             booked 

saw                 was 

ate                 swam 

walked              felt 

had 

ordered           stayed 

gave                     fell 

 

 

 

 

We _________ on holiday to Croatia last year. 

We _______ there 22nd July. We __________ in a 

nice, big hotel. In the mornings we _______ 

breakfast in the hotel, but in the evenings we 

_______ something at the local restaurants. 

One night we ______ a table at ’LaPuntunia’ 

and we _______ outside on the balcony 

because the weather ______ lovely. We 

___________ a lot of delicious food. The 

waitress _________ our meals and she 

___________ some red wine. We ________ about 

our holiday around the table and at the end 

we _______ the  wine. We ______ goodbye and 

___________ back to our hotel. On the way back 

we ________ the ducks with some breadcrumbs 

at the pond and _________ some money to a 

musician in the street. At the hotel garden we 

______ in the pool for half an hour then we all 

______ asleep in our hotel room. It was an 

amazing holiday! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zsKjnLyA9k


E: They ate something on the third floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Read 

the 

following 

informations on different restaurants in Budapest and find the missing words. Which 

five words don’t you need? / Olvasd el a budapesti éttermekről szóló szövegeket és 

illeszd helyükre a kiemelt szavakat! Melyik öt szóra nem lesz szükséged?  

 

 

 

  

a. hours                             h.  cards                             o.huge                     v. well-known 

b. soup                               i.   music                           p. lunch 

c. specialities                   j. crunchy                          q. fast 

d. menu                             k.   live                                r. money 

e. chefs                              l.   kitchen                         s. English 

f. plate                              m.  discount                     t. dinner 

g. cake                               n.     exclusive                   u.   atmosphere 

INDIAN 

Enjoy your stay in this (3)_________,  modernly 

furnished restaurant. There are a lot of dishes 

for all over the world. The most exciting open 

(4) __________.  

BRIDGE CAFÉ 

 

The best meeting place in Budapest. Come 

here and spend a few (5) _______ with us. To 

our regular guests we are a home from home. 

Come and join them! Our waiters and 

waitresses speak (6) English_________ of 

course. 

 

PLATIA 

Greek_music________. Well- trained Greek (7) 

___________. 

Live music Wednesday, Friday, Sunday evenings. 

15% discount on all our meals every day between 

18-20 h. You can organize family events or parties 

in private rooms. 

Kulacs 

The (1) _______ of the kitchen offers a wide 

range of classic dishes of Hungarian cuisine. 

The most delicious wines and a 

(2)___________ gypsy music band makes 

your visit unforgettable.  

 



 

 

 

  

POSTINEC 

The furniture and equipment reflect the (8) 

________ of Prague. We offer traditional 

Czech dishes  such as cabbage soup and 

goulash. All credit (9) _______ accepted. 

BISTRO 

Enjoy our restaurant and have (10) 

________ or dinner. Friendly service, 

modern equipment. Cocktail bar, dark 

beer, delicious wines, food specialities. 

RATTLESNAKE 

Opened in 1992, you can choose  from house 

specialities and (11) __________ chips and 

salsa. Special menu and a (12) ______ choice 

of cocktails every weekend. 

BELISSIMO 

The indoor design and (13) ________ makes a 

mediterranean atmosphere. Our  menu contains fish 

specialities, sea food and lamb prepared with olive 

oil. 

VIVALDI 

Enjoy your stay in the company of Vivaldi and 

Verdi in our nicely designed cafe and (14) 

______ shop. 

LOCCO POCCO 

Try our free drinks and meals on your birthday! 

20% (15) __________ if you show this ad. 

ACAPULCO 

You can book special rooms  for family events, (16) 

_______ music on Saturdays. Special cocktails and 

Mexican (17) ___________. 



A: soup, fast, kitchen, specialities, lunch 

B: dinner, lunch, soup, plate, money 

C: chefs, soup, their own, money, English 

D: fast , plate, dinner, money, soup 

E: hours, lunch, dinner, atmosphere, exclusive 

8. Match the sports the equipment or clothing needed for them. Some of the sports 

need several different items and some items are needed for different sports. For 

which sports can’t you find any equipments?/ Párosítsd a sportokat a hozzájuk 

tartozó felszerelésekkel illetve ruhákkal. Néhány sporthoz több dolog is tartozhat és 

egy-egy ruha vagy felszerelés több sporthoz is passzolhat. Mely sportokhoz nem 

találsz egyetlen felszerelést sem? 

1. gloves                      2. breastplate                  3. beam                      4.  rings 

5.    stick                          6. sabre                     7. asymmetric bars          8. racket 

9.     rod 10. wall bars             11. bow                            12. pommel horse 

13. arrow                        14. skates                  15. net                             16. ball 

17. bat                             18. cue                       19. mask                          20. club 

 

SPORT  EQUIPMENT 

archery  

shooting  

volleyball  

fencing  

baseball  

tennis  

cricket  

boxing  

canoeing  

table tennis  

billiards  

basketball  

gymnastics  

figure-skating  

fishing  

golf  

ice-hockey  

swimming  

A: archery, shooting, swimming 

B: swimming, canoeing, boxing 

C: canoing, archery, billiards 

D: shooting, canoeing, swimming 

E: billiards, archery, fencing 

 



9. Read the short descriptions about five famous sights in London. In which of them 

don’t you find any false informations? /Olvasd el a következő információkat London 

öt híres látványosságáról! Mely szövegek nem tartalmaznak valótlan információt? 

 

A: Madame Tussaud’s Museum 

This is a wax museum in London. The founder, Marie Tussaud was a wax sculptor. In 

the panopticon you can see wax statues of old kings and queens, film stars and athletes. 

There aren’t any similar museums in the world. 

B: Trafalgar Square 

This is a public square in the centre of London. There is a high column in the middle. 

At the top of the column there is a statue of Admiral Nelson. The statue commemorates 

the victory at the Battle of Trafalgar, which happened on 21 October, 1815.There are a 

lot of pigeons and some stone lions in the square, too. 

C: Natural History Museum 

This museum is one of the three big museums in Exhibition Road. There are five huge 

collections of botany, entomology, mineralogy, paleontology and zoology. There is a 

big library in the museum. You can visit the library only if you’ve got an appointment. 

The museum is the most famous for its dinosaur skeletons. 

D: London Eye 

This is a huge wheel. The public can visit it since 2000. It is 135 metres high and it is 

on the south bank of the River Thames. It has got 32 air–conditioned capsules. The 

capsules are numbered from 1 to 33, excluding 13 for superstitious reasons. One 

capsule holds up to 40 people who are free to walk inside the capsule. You can see all 

of London’s famous sights from the top. 

E: Piccadilly Circus 

This is one of London’s famous crossroads. This is the centre of West End. It is close to 

major shopping and entertainment areas in the West End. It is a busy meeting place and 

a tourist attraction. The square is famous for its neon signs, different displays and the 

Eros fountain in the middle of this road junction. 

A: Madame Tussaud’s Museum 

B: Trafalgar Square 

C: Natural History Museum 

D: London Eye 

E: Piccadilly Circus 

10. Do the crossword. Which sentence is NOT TRUE for the solution? /Fejtsd meg a 

keresztrejtvényt! Melyik állítás nem igaz a megfejtéssel kapcsolatban? 

 



 

 

1. I’m afraid of dogs. I visit your house 5 or 6 days a week. People like to see me, because I 

usually bring something good. I wear a green uniform and I often ride a bike. Bad weather 

doesn’t stop me. 

2. I am usuallya woman. I wear a white coat or uniform. I work in a hospital and I help doctors 

with ill people. 

3. In movies I wear a raincoat and carry a magnifying glass. In real life I don’t wear a uniform. I 

search for cues to solve a crime by asking questions and observing the crime scene. I can work 

for the police or for myself. 

4. I don’t wear a uniform. I usually wear overalls and boots. I work with both animals and 

machines. I provide food for all the supermarkets. I work outdoors all year round. My working 

hours are very long from sunup to sundown. 

5. I work in a hospital or in a surgery. People come to see me when they are ill. I often give them 

some prescriptions.I often have an assistant. She is usually a woman. I wear a white uniform. 

6. Most people are afraid of me. I usually wear a white coat. My office has a comfortable chair 

and lots of strange, noisy machines. You should visit me once a year for good health. I can fix 

your cavities. Sometimes I take X-rays. 

7. I work outdoors. I can work alone or with others. I work with hoses, special pots and special 

tools. I take care of living things, but not animals or people. I am very close to nature. I can 

make your home more beautiful. 

8. I am needed when there is a flood or a leak in your house.I usually work in the kitchen or in 

the bathroom. I have a box of special tools. I can solve all your water problems. My work can 

be messy and dirty. 

9. I can say what big teeth you have to my patients. My patients are often hairy. I work with 

living creatures and they communicate without words. I can make my patients well with 

injections or pills. I wear a white coat. 

A: I always wear a special uniform and of course a helmet. 

B: I travel long distances from Earth.  

C. I often work outdoors. 

D:  I have to be a very healthy person for my job.         



E: All of them are correct.         

11.Find the odd word in each line. Which is the correct order?/ Keresd meg a kakukktojást minden 

sorban! Melyik a helyes sorrend? 

1. ankle               2. foot               3. sole              4. knee            5. elbow    

1. liver              2. heart            3. lungs           4. back             5. stomach 

1. cheek            2. shoulder           3. eyelashes         4. chin          5. lips 

1. arm          2. bottom         3. hand         4. elbow              5. wrist 

1. chest          2. hand         3. fingers            4. nails          5. thumb   

A: 5. 4. 2. 2. 2.  

B: 4. 5. 2. 2. 1. 

C: 4. 5. 1. 2. 1.  

D: 3. 4. 2. 2. 1. 

E: 5. 4. 2. 2. 1.  

12. Match the questions words with the questions. Which is the correct order? / Illeszd a 

kérdőszavakat a megfelelő kérdésekbe! Melyik a helyes sorrend? 

 

 

1. ___________ are your grandparents?     They’re fine, thanks. 

2. ___________ animals are there in the zoo ?        About 1000. 

3. ___________ are you going to leave?           At 5 o’clock. 

4. ___________ does that CD player cost?      15 pounds. 

5. ___________ blouse do you want? The blue one or the pink one? 

A:   1. HOW   2. HOW MUCH   3. WHEN   4. HOW MANY    5. WHICH 

B:    1. WHICH    2. HOW MANY   3. WHEN    4. HOW MUCH    5. WHEN 

C:    1. HOW MUCH    2. HOW MANY   3. WHEN    4. HOW     5. WHICH 

D:    1. HOW    2. WHICH   3. WHEN   4. HOW MUCH   5. HOW MANY 

E:     1. HOW   2. HOW MANY     3. WHEN    4. HOW MUCH      5. WHICH 

 

 

WHICH HOW HOW MANY HOW MUCH WHEN 



 

7. osztály 3. forduló KÖRÖSÖK MENTI LEVELEZŐS VERSENY ( angol nyelv ) 2022/2023 

 

1. What is a ’whodunnit’?  

A: a detective story    B: a thriller   C: a horror film   D: a police drama        E: a sci-fi 

2. Which objects are made of wood? 

A: door handle   B: dining table  C: kitchen cupboard  D: front door          E: sink 

3. Choose the ODD word.  (The others are related to heat and fire) 

A: explosion      B: earthquake     C: lightning      D: volcanic eruption           E: forest fire 

 

4. What are the ’Stars and Stripes’ and the ’Union Jack’? 

A: nathional anthems    B: national symbols    C: flags    D: books 

E: films 

5. Which is NOT a gadget? 

A: mouse    B: watch   C: hedgehog    C: phone   D: notebook 

 

 
 

6. Which similes are correct? 

A: as cool as a cucumber 

B: as light as a cake 



C: as cute as a button 

D: as dry as toast 

E: as black as hell 

7. Watch and listen to the video. Which suspect is not telling the truth? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubNF9QNEQLA 

 

 
 

 

A: the maid   B: the butler   C: Lady Smithe   D: the wife   E: the bobby 

8. Which sentence is NOT correct? 

A: I have seen Romeo and Juliet. 

B: I saw Romeo and Juliet last Saturday. 

C: I was watching Romeo and Juliet when you came in. 

D: I was seeing Romeo and Juliet twice.  

E: I have already seen Romeo and Juliet.  

9. How many mistakes can you find in the following text? 

 
 

Valentine's Day. It comes every year weather we like it or not. It's the day when our love 

lifes are put on display. It’s the day of love and affection, when people give cards, flowers, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubNF9QNEQLA


sweats and jewellery to their beloved ones. But it wasn’t always like this. First, it started 

with the martyr, Saint Valentine, who secretely married young couples, back in the third 

century. Other storyies suggest that Valentine may have been killed for helping 

Christians escape from Roman prisons. According to one legend, an inprisoned 

Valentine actualy sent the first “valentine” greeting himself after he fell in love 

with a young girl—possibly his jailor’s daughter—who visited him during his 

confinement. Before his death, he wrote her a letter signed “From your 

Valentine,” an expresion that is still in use today. 

 

A: 8       B: 9     C: 10         D:7      E: 6 

 

10. Where can you do these things? Find the right match. 

 

1.You can stay the night here. 

2.You can buy stamps for your postcards here. 

3.Has someone stolen your money? Tell it here. 

4.This is the right place for a haircut. 

5.You can see lots of old things here. 

6.You can find lots of things in this big shop. 

7. You can buy medicine here. 

 

A: 1.hotel 2.chemist’s 3.post office  4.haidresser’s 5.museum  6.police 7.department store 

B: 1.museum  2.department store 3.police  4. hairdesser’s  5.post office  6. hotel  

7.chemist’s 

C: 1.hotel 2.post office  3.police  4.hairdresser’s  5.museum  6.department store  

7.chemist’s  

D:1. department store  2.post office  3.police  4.hairdresser’s  5. hotel 6.museum 

7.chemist’s 

E: 1.police  2.post office  3.department store  4.hairdresser’s 5.museum  6.hotel  

7.chemist’s 

 



 
11. Listen to the song and choose the words that you hear. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oextk-If8HQ 

 

A: three   B: earth     C: branches    D: pathway    E: empty hand 

12. Which opposites are correct? 

A: safe-dangerous 

B: narrow- wild 

C: crooked- straight 

D: dry- hot 

E: beautiful- ungly  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oextk-If8HQ
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1. Which statement is TRUE? 

A: Ice caps release a lot of CO₂. 

B: Global warming produce greenhouse gases. 

C: Forests make most of the world’s rain. 

D: Satellites trap the Sun’s heat. 

E: Farmers kill millions of animals and produce extreme weather. 

2. Find the ODD word. 

A: gas  B: trash  C: rubbish  D: dust  E: garbage 

3. Which sentence is NOT correct? 

A: I prefer reading in my room. 

B: I prefer to read in my room.  

C: I stopped to buy some drink. 

D: I stopped buying junk food. 

E: I don’t mind to do the washing up. 

 

4. Put the story into the correct order. 

 

WHO DID PATRICK'S HOMEWORK?   BY CAROL MOOR 

1.Then on St. Patrick's Day his cat was playing with a little doll and he grabbed it away. To his 

surprise it wasn't a doll at all, but a man of the tiniest size. He had a little wool shirt with old 

fashioned britches and a high tall hat much like a witch's. He yelled, "Save me! Don't give me back 

to that cat. I'll grant you a wish, I promise you that." 

2.As a matter of fact every day in every way that little elf was a nag! Patrick 

was working harder than ever and was it a drag! He was staying up nights, had 

never felt so weary, was going to school with his eyes puffed and 

bleary.Finally the last day of school arrived and the elf was free to go. As for 

homework, there was no more, so he quietly and slyly slipped out the back 

door. 

 

3.Patrick couldn't believe how lucky he was! Here was the answer to all of his 

problems. So he said, "Only if you do all my homework 'til the end of the 



semester, that's 35 days. If you do a good enough job, I could even get A's."The little man's face 

wrinkled like a dishcloth thrown in the hamper. He kicked his legs and doubled his fists and he 

grimaced and scowled and pursed his lips, "Oh, am I cursed! But I'll do it." 

4.And true to his word, that little elf began to do Patrick's homework. Except 

there was one glitch. The elf didn't always know what to do and he needed 

help. "Help me! Help me!" he'd say. And Patrick would have to help -- in 

whatever way."I don't know this word," the elf squeeked while reading 

Patrick's homework. "Get me a dictionary. No, what's even better. Look up 

the word and sound it out by each letter." 

5.Patrick never did homework. "Too boring," he said. He played baseball and 

basketball and Nintendo instead. His teachers told him, "Patrick! Do your 

homework or you won't learn a thing." 

And it's true, sometimes he did feel like a 

ding-a-ling.But what could he do? He 

hated homework. 

 

6.Patrick got his A's; his classmates were 

amazed; his teachers smiled and were full of 

praise. And his parents? They wondered what 

had happened to Patrick. He was now the 

model kid. Cleaned his room, did his chores, 

was cheerful, never rude, like he had developed a whole new 

attitude.You see, in the end Patrick still thought he'd made that tiny 

man do all his homework. But I'll share a secret, just between you and 

me. It wasn't the elf; Patrick had done it himself! 

 

7.When it came to math, Patrick was out of luck. "What are times tables?" the elf shrieked. "We 

elves never need that. And addition and subtraction and division 

and fractions? Here, sit down beside me, you simply must guide 

me."Elves know nothing of human history, to them it's a mystery. 

So the little elf, already a shouter, just got louder "Go to the 

library, I need books. More and more books. And you can help me 

read them too." 

A: 6, 2, 4, 5, 7, 3, 1 

B: 5, 7, 1, 3, 5, 4, 2 

C: 7, 3, 1, 4, 5, 2, 6 

D: 5, 1, 3, 4, 7, 2, 6  

5. Complete the sentences with the words below. 

 

1. One of the most famous … in Britain is Robin Hood. 



2. There are lots of stories, … and films about him. 

3. Nobody knows if he was a real... . 

4. According to the legends he was an … and he lived in the 12th century. 

 

A: outlaw, person, heroes, poems 

B: poems, outlaw, person, heroes 

C: person, poems, heroes, outlaw 

D: heroes, poems, person, outlaw 

E: poems, heroes, outlaw, person 

 

6.Which statements are TRUE about the United States of America? 

A: It’s larger than Canada. 

B: Hawaii isn’t part of it.  

C: It has a population of about 100 million people. 

D: It’s largest city is New York and the federal capital is Washington DC.  

E: It’s largest state is Alaska.  

 

7.How many mistakes can you find in the following text? 

I was on holiday in France, when it was happened. I was getting around in Paris by foot. I wanted to 

look around in the hystorical centre, that’s why I decided to walking. But soon I changed my mind. 

The sun was shineing and it was getting hot, my feets started to hurting, so I finally got on the first 

trolley to the centre. Unfortunatly, it turned out to be the worst idea in the world, because a 

pickpocket stealed my wallet. Not only my money, but my documents was all in it. The thyef got off 

at the first stop, but anyone run after him. Fortunatelly, he called the police and they had cought the 

thief.  

A: 13   B: 12  C: 11  D: 14  E: 15 



8. Which set of words describes feelings? 

A: excited, bored, managed, shocked 

B: frightened, exhausted, haunted, disappointed 

C: shocked, excited, frightened, disappointed 

D: bored, disappeared, relaxed, exhausted 

E: balanced, enjoyed, sad, happy 

9. Match the right names to the pictures of body parts. 

   

                                                                                

1.                                    2.                                           3. 

 

 

    
                4.                                       5. 

A: 1. elbow  2. chin  3. cheek  4. brow   5. ankle 

B: 1. elbow   2. cheek  3. chin  4. lashes   5. toes 

C: 1. arms   2. chin  3. cheek  4. brow   5. fingers 

D: 1. hand  2. face  3. chin   4. lashes   5. leg 

E: 1.elbow  2. teeth  3. face  4. brow    5. heel 

 

10. Match the problems with the appropriate first aids.  

1. burn   2. cut   3. sprain   4. itch   5. headache 

a) bandage  b) ice  c) plaster   d) painkiller    e) cream 

A: 1. e  2. c  3. d  4. a   5. b 

B: 1. b  2. c  3. a  4. e   5. d 



C: 1. b  2. a  3. c   4. d   5. e 

D: 1. d  2. b  3. a  4. e   5. c 

E: 1. a  2. d  3. e   4. b   5. c 

11.Which expressions are CORRECT? 

A: tie a knot   B: waste time   C: take measures   D: trap shelters 

E: damage the flood 

12.Where is the the definite article the unnecessary? 

A: The Arctic Ocean is the smallest ocean in the world. 

B: The Pacific is the largest ocean in the world. 

C: The cherries are my favourite fruit. 

D: The Earth goes round the Sun. 

 

 

 

 

 


